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ABSTRACT
Workload prediction inmulti-tenant edge cloud platforms (MT-ECP)
is vital for efficient application deployment and resource provision-
ing. However, the heterogeneous application patterns, variable
infrastructure performance, and frequent deployments in MT-ECP
pose significant challenges for accurate and efficient workload pre-
diction. Clustering-based methods for dynamic MT-ECP modeling
often incur excessive costs due to the need to maintain numerous
data clusters and models, which leads to excessive costs. Existing
end-to-end time series prediction methods are challenging to pro-
vide consistent prediction performance in dynamic MT-ECP. In this
paper, we propose an end-to-end framework with global pooling
and static content awareness, DynEformer 1, to provide a unified
workload prediction scheme for dynamic MT-ECP. Meticulously
designed global pooling and information merging mechanisms
can effectively identify and utilize global application patterns to
drive local workload predictions. The integration of static content-
awaremechanisms enhancesmodel robustness in real-world scenar-
ios. Through experiments on five real-world datasets, DynEformer
achieved state-of-the-art in the dynamic scene of MT-ECP and
provided a unified end-to-end prediction scheme for MT-ECP.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks → Network performance modeling; • Applied
computing→ Forecasting.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The potential of cloud services has expanded with cloud comput-
ing architecture development. As a practical instance of the edge
cloud computing paradigm, the multi-tenant edge cloud platforms
(MT-ECP) for service network infrastructure providers, content
providers (CPs), and network users have shown great commercial
value. The core advantage of MT-ECP is integrating miscellaneous
and heterogeneous idle computing resources (such as bandwidth,
CPU, memory, etc.) in the network. Unified resource integration
in MT-ECP enables flexible deployment of application services,
providing users with low-latency, highly reliable edge services.
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Figure 1: The multi-tenant edge cloud platform.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the role of MT-ECP is to enable the deploy-
ments of applications/services on resources. Solving this problem
completely and optimally is a challenging task that requires a mix
of technologies to enable attain the perception and controllability
of the applications’ performance in MT-ECP [6].

As a necessary element of application performance perception,
understanding the workload variations are greatly beneficial to the
MT-ECP to solve the problems of resource planning and capacity
provisioning [6].With the accurate perception of these performance
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Figure 2: Workloads under dynamic MT-ECP behaviors.

indicators, application deployment and remediation tasks can be
performed both proactively and effectively.

However, MT-ECP constitutes a dynamic system due to the
heterogeneous application mode, differentiated infrastructure at-
tributes, and frequent application deployments, unlike the tradi-
tional cloud service. Workload prediction, fromMarkov models [18]
and moving averages [13] to neural networks [5] and complex hy-
brid models [1, 11, 29], has grown accurate and efficient. Although
these models effectively predict workloads in stable, static deploy-
ment systems, they struggle in dynamic systems like MT-ECP.

In this paper, we focus on the workload prediction for dynamic
MT-ECP. Specifically, we summarize the system dynamics of MT-
ECP that lead to variations in application workloads into the fol-
lowing three behaviors, and predict the workload under arbitrary
behaviors with a unified prediction framework.

Behavior 1: Apps run on heterogeneous infrastructure: As
shown in Fig. 2(a), the typical behavior of applications running in
MT-ECP exhibits periodic workload fluctuations, guiding predictor
construction. However, the MT-ECP’s heterogeneous environments
make the problem exceptionally complex. Challenge 1: The key
challenge arises from the heterogeneity in applications, with vary-
ing constraints and user demand patterns, and infrastructure, with
diverse hardware configurations and geographic distributions. The
heterogeneity of the two levels is coupled with each other, leading
to a wide variety of workload patterns.

Behavior 2: Switching different apps on an edge server:MT-
ECP frequently switches apps employing automated scheduling,
as depicted in Fig. 2(b), where device 75fb.’s app shifts from 𝐴𝑝𝑝1
to 𝐴𝑝𝑝2 on the third day. Due to agile deployment techniques, the
switching process is usually fast and non-disruptive. Challenge 2:
New apps’ workloads may vary or clash with historical patterns,
exemplified by the daily peak shift from noon to night in Fig. 2(b).
In addition, new application workload data is limited but indicative
of future patterns, which requires the predictor to be generalized
to adjust the focus on the data. Existing work, such as research on
concept drifts [17, 21, 27, 28], addresses pattern changes in dynamic
circumstances. Unlike previous studies that proactively switch the
model to adapt to concept drift, we want to empower the model to

adapt internal weights by sensing the app switch and complete the
prediction in a user-imperceptible way.

Behavior 3: Add new entities in MT-ECP: The new applica-
tions or new infrastructure are ubiquitous for MT-ECP. They imply
unique features and few historical data. As shown in Fig. 2 (c), the
workload of new applications may show a pattern that has never
occurred before. Challenge 3: How to quickly and accurately im-
plement workload prediction on new entities involves the cold start
of the model, which is a challenge for the predictor.

To tackle the above problems, we propose DynEformer, an ac-
curate and robust workload prediction framework for Dynamic
multi-tenant Edge cloud platforms. The core of DynEformer lies
in three key points: 1. Identify the global workload patterns of
the application by global pooling. 2. Exploit the global pattern in-
formation to drive the local workload prediction under dynamic
application behaviors. 3. Improve the robustness of the model in
realistic scenarios through static content awareness.

In multi-series prediction tasks, clustering-based approaches are
regarded as an effective way to improve model accuracy because
of their potential to exploit similarities between time series, i.e.,
patterns. However, existing works apply clustering to the model
inputs, i.e., clustering raw inputs and training multiple models for
different data classes [27]. With numerous classes of workloads
in the heterogeneous MT-ECP scenario, it is inefficient and over-
costing to create and maintain multiple models simultaneously.

Therefore, we design a novel clustering alternative paradigm.
We propose extracting workload’s seasonal part via series decom-
position and identifying global patterns by a novel global pooling
method. Further, instead of creating multiple models, we design a
new adaptive information merge mechanism to exploit pattern sim-
ilarities/differences, adapt internal model weights to suit dynamic
MT-ECP behaviors and drive workload predictions.

In MT-ECP, static data like infrastructure configuration and lo-
cation are high-semantic. Existing approaches mark inputs with
static features, but effectiveness improvement is minimal as high-
semantic data isn’t fully understood through simple encoding. To
address this, we design a static feature fusion method, allowing
the model to select suitable static features for temporal workloads,
supplementing static context in dynamic MT-ECP behaviors.

For historical information capture, we adopt the encoder-decoder
architecture based on the transformer for effective modeling of both
long- and short-term series. Our main contributions are as follows:

• We propose a novel global pooling method and adaptive infor-
mation merging architecture to incorporate global application
patterns for the model and drive the local workload prediction
under dynamic MT-ECP behaviors. This method is an effective
alternative to the clustering-based approaches.
• To adopt the cross-domain static features, a new static feature
fusion method is designed that allows the model to select the
most appropriate static features for the current temporal features.
• A novel DynEformer is proposed, a global-pooling-based and
static-context-aware transformer model for workload prediction
under dynamic MT-ECP. DynEformer achieves a 42% relative im-
provement on six benchmarks, covering five real-world datasets.
In particular, it reaches a 52% improvement under the application
switching or new entity adding behaviors.
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2 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we review previous approaches regarding workload
analysis and prediction and encoder-decoder-based predictors.

Workload analysis and prediction. A large number of exist-
ing works on workload can be divided into analytical modeling and
prediction of workload. The former often relies on real large-scale
data (e.g., Google [15, 16], Facebook [26] and Wikimedia [3]) to
classify and describe workload through mathematical approaches
(e.g., linear regression [2], and hiddenMarkov model [18]) and tradi-
tional machine learning models (e.g., k-means [9] and ARIMA [13]),
with the aim of analytically answering application optimization,
system self-management, and other high-level questions.

The implementation of workload prediction is more complex, as
the workload variation modeling requires considering the charac-
teristics of applications, infrastructure, and the interaction between
them [6]. Gao et al. [7] and Yu et al. [30] propose to cluster the
workloads and build independent predictors per cluster. The latter
also proposes to match the clusters for newly added workloads
based on the initial workload patterns and static features. These
works are based on traditional clustering methods, such as density-
based and distance-based models, whose clustering results do not
iterate over time, limiting models’ long-term validity. In addition,
these works cannot solve the problem of concept drift well.

Yang et al. [27] incorporates RNN into VaDE and proposes a
new workload clustering model and dynamically assigns prediction
models to individual workloads based on the clustering results,
which improves the accuracy of the model and can partially solve
the problems of concept drift and unseen patterns. Jayakumar et al.
[8] proposes a generic workload prediction framework that uses
LSTM models and automatically optimizes its internal parameters
for individual workloads through model retraining to achieve high
accuracy. The main contributions of the above works lie in the pre-
prediction preparation or the model-building mechanism, which
does not design a unified prediction model. They still need to train
and maintain multiple predictors for use, which increases the cost.

Encoder-decoder-based predictors. Recurrent neural networ-
ks (RNNs) have been the mainstay of deep time series models until
researchers started to explore introducing the transformer’s design
into time series prediction [25]. Due to the self-attention mecha-
nism, transformer-based models can model both long- and short-
term time series. Besides, the encoder-decoder architecture is well
suited to the time series data structure.

Wu et al. [24] introduces time decomposition techniques and
auto-correlation mechanisms into the transformer to improve its
efficiency and accuracy. Lim et al. [14] proposes incorporating
multiple features (including temporal and static features) from cross
domains in realistic scenes into a self-attention encoder-decoder-
based architecture through feature selection and recurrent layers.

In the real MT-ECP, workloads vary with dynamic behaviors
such as application switching and new application/infrastru-cture
accessions. These behaviors can lead to problems such as multi-
patterns, concept drift, and cold start. The works optimized for
model efficiency and accuracy of idealized problems are failed to
provide a unifed solution, leading to unpredictable failures, which
are unacceptable in real business service platforms.

3 NOTATIONS AND PROBLEM DEFINITION
The goal of workload prediction is to predict the future workload
series, which can be defined as the bandwidth, CPU and other
hardware usage or the job arrival rates (JARs) under a series of
intervals. Due to the introduction of static and inferrable features
such as date, the problem can be defined as a multivariate multi-
series prediction problem.

Under the rolling forecasting setting with a fixed size window,
multiple workload series for different applications on infrastruc-
tures are processed as historical inputs:

X =

{
X𝑙𝑡 = [𝑥𝑙𝑡 , ..., 𝑥𝑙𝑡+𝑇−1]

��� 𝑡 ≤ T −𝑇 + 1, 𝑙 ∈ [1, 𝑁 ], 𝑥𝑙𝑖 ∈ R𝑑𝑡 }
where T is the last time index observable in the history, 𝑁 is the
number of workload series and 𝑑𝑡 is the dynamic feature dimension
(𝑑𝑡 > 1). Static features are presented by S = {𝑆𝑙 | 𝑙 ∈ [1, 𝑁 ], 𝑆𝑙 ∈
R𝑑𝑠 } and for a set of specific inputs, the prediction process can be
expressed as,

Ŷ𝑙
𝑡 = 𝑓 (X𝑙𝑡 , 𝑆𝑙 )

where Ŷ𝑙
𝑡 = {𝑦𝑙𝑡 , ..., 𝑦𝑙𝑡+𝐿−1} is the predicted workload series, 𝐿 is

the prediction length, and 𝑓 is a predictive model.

4 METHODOLOGY
In this section, we present the global pooling method and the
architecture of the DynEformer. As aforementioned, the global
pool is built to identify the global workload patterns of applications.

Unlike previous clustering-based prediction methods, we do not
train multiple models for different clusters but rather use them as
the global pattern supplement for the local workload prediction.
To this end, we design the Global-Pool-merge layer (GP layer)
and implement it as a companion block of the model’s encode layer
to iteratively incorporate global pattern information and drive the
local workload prediction. To further enhance the adaptability of the
model to dynamic behaviors, we reuse the global pool to supplement
additional data and design a synchronous padding mechanism that
allows the model to read the changed workload data "in advance."

Besides the above designs, the Static-context-Aware layer (SA
layer) is also incorporated into DynEformer further to enhance its
prediction robustness for dynamic MT-ECP behaviors.
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Figure 3: The process of building the global pool.

4.1 Global Pooling
4.1.1 Time-series decomposition. Discovering the key compo-
nents of a large amount ofmulti-patternworkloads data is necessary
before building the global pool, as the model already learns the orig-
inal data. We introduce decomposition techniques from traditional
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Figure 4: Framework overview of DynEformer.

temporal modeling to uncover valuable information in the MT-ECP
workloads. Specifically, we apply the Seasonal and Trend decom-
position using Loess (STL) to divide the workload series into more
fine-grained components. Given the periodicity of the workload,
the decomposition procedure can be expressed as follows:

X𝑆 ,X𝑇 ,X𝑅 ← STL (X) (1)

where X is the workload series, and X𝑆 ,X𝑇 ,X𝑅 represent the sea-
sonal component, trend component, and residual component of X,
separately.

The residual component 𝑥𝑅𝑡 is not considered due to the low
information. For the other components, we distinguish that in the
MT-ECP workloads, the trend component 𝑥𝑇 is highly random, and
the pattern information is low. In a long time, all workloads have
only three categories: smooth, increasing, or decreasing, but in a
shorter time, they have a large number of random changesmaking it
difficult to categorize. For the seasonal component 𝑥𝑆 , we find that
the application type mainly reflects it. The seasonal component has
distinct features that allow for effective classification when setting
the daily period. Therefore, we extract the seasonal component of
the workload as the source to build the global pool.

4.1.2 Clustering with VaDE. In building the global pool, we
cluster the seasonal component of workloads (but do not build
multiple models based on the clustering results). To achieve this,
we use VaDE [10], a clustering method that differs from traditional
distance-based or density-based clustering methods and consists of
encode, decoder and Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). Before the
seasonal component is input to the VaDE, we do the same sliding
window processing with a window size of 𝑇2. Details of VaDE are
shown as follows:

𝑍𝑡 = Encoder
(
X𝑆𝑡

)
𝐶 = GMM (𝑍𝑡 )

X̂𝑆𝑡 = Decoder (𝑍𝑡 )

(2)

where Encoder and Decoder are blocks consisting of several dif-
ferent full-connected (fc) layers, 𝑍𝑡 is the encoding vector of the
workload series, and 𝐶 is the clustering result. GMM assumes a

Mixture of Gaussian generates the 𝑍𝑡 decided by the latent variable
𝐶 and can infer the probability of 𝐶 .

There are two advantages of VaDE: 1. Longer time series in clus-
tering means higher feature dimensionality. VaDE can better handle
high-dimensional data and capture correlations between features.
2. When new data arrives, VaDE can update the parameters based
on the pre-trained model without retraining every time, which can
better support model updates over a long period.

4.1.3 Building the global pool. The entire process of global
pool building is shown in Fig. 3. To choose the optimal number of
clusters 𝑃 , we empirically infer the Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC) and select 𝑃 where the model’s BIC is lower than other cases.
After VaDE outputs the category of each series, we average the
pooling for all the series in each category, compressing them into
one representative series, after which the representative series of
all categories are concated together into the global pool as follows:

P =

{[
MeanPooling(X𝑆,𝑙𝑡 ) | X

𝑆,𝑙
𝑡 ∈ 𝐶𝑖

] ��� 𝑖 ∈ [1, 2, ..., 𝑃]}
Note that the global pool is built entirely on the training (historical)
data, and any workloads in the test (future) data will not be seen
by the global pooling in the experiments.

4.2 DynEformer
In this section, we introduce our DynEformer. The overview of
DynEformer is shown in Fig. 4, which consists of two main parts:
Encoder and Decoder. The inputs of DynEformer include encoder
input, decoder input, static content, and global pool, and the pre-
dicted workloads are output at the end of the framework process.
DynEformer is a complete end-to-end framework that provides
unified workload prediction for all dynamic behaviors of MT-ECP.

4.2.1 Encoder. The encoder of the DynEformer is composed of
three components: Input & positional encoding layer, Static-context-
Aware layer (SA layer), and a stack of 𝑛 identical GP-encoder blocks.

Input & positional encoding layer: The input and positional
encoding layer follow the original Transformer architecture [22].
The input layer is used to map the past workload series to a vector
of dimension 𝑑𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 through a fully-connected network. This step
is essential for the multi-head attention mechanism. Positional
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encodingwith sine and cosine functions is used to encode sequential
information by element-wise addition of the input vector with a
positional encoding vector.

Linear 
Mapping

Static Context 
Embedding

Static ContextEmbedding Input

Softmax

Cross 
Attention

Figure 5: SA Layer.

SA Layer: The SA layer is used to combine the static context
with the varying workload series data. We introduce cross-domain
data (e.g., infrastructure’s maximum bandwidth, memory, hard disk
and geographic location) recorded from the MT-ECP as additional
static content. To learn these high-semantic data, we design the
static-context-aware layer (SA layer), which uses cross-attention
to select the most efficient static content to integrate based on the
current series embedding. The input of the SA layer contains the
workload embeddingV𝑡 passing through the input layer and the
static context matrix S, and its output dimensional is the same as
V𝑡 , but with additional information about the encoding of static
content. Details of SA layer are shown as follows:

𝑄𝑡 = Linear1 (V𝑡 )
𝛼𝑡 = softmax2 (𝑄𝑡 )
𝑉 = Linear2 (S)
V𝑡 = Norm(V𝑡 + Dropout(𝛼𝑡𝑉 ))

(3)

where softmax2 denotes the softmax in the 2nd dimension of 𝑄𝑡 ,
i.e., weights are calculated for each time point of each series sample.

Unlike the traditional method in which static content is con-
catenated to the inputs as marks, the proposed SA layer acts as a
filter to learn the most effective static content. Meanwhile, the SA
layer can assist in learning similar infrastructure attributes, and
this perception of static content is beneficial to solve the concept
drift and cold start problems in dynamic MT-ECP.

GP-encoder Block: The GP-encoder block focus on driving
local workload prediction by merging global pattern information.
Each GP-encoder block consists of a regular encoder layer with
full attention mechanism and a novel GP layer that connects the
input and output of the encoder layer while continuously capturing
the most relevant global application patterns from the global pool.
Suppose there are 𝑛 encoder blocks, the calculation of the 𝑖-th
GP-encoder block is shown as follows:

𝐸𝑖𝑡 = Encoder
(
V𝑖−1
𝑡

)
(4)

V𝑖
𝑡 ,𝑊

𝑖
𝑡 = GP Layer

(
𝐸𝑖𝑡 ,P

)
(5)

where when 𝑖 = 1, V𝑖−1
𝑡 is the output of SA layer. The GP layer

takes the output of the encoder layer and the gloabl pool created in
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Figure 6: The Global-Pool-merge (GP) layer.

§4.1 as input, the i-th GP layer can be formalized as follows:

𝑊 𝑖
𝑡 = softmax1

(
Linear1

(
flatten(𝐸𝑖𝑡 [:, :,

1
2
𝑑𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 :])

))
∈ R𝑏×𝑃

(6)

E𝑖𝑡 =𝑊 𝑖
𝑡 (P𝑇 [:, _, :] ← P) ∈ R𝑇×𝑏×𝑃 (7)

V𝑖
𝑡 = concat

(
𝐸𝑖𝑡 [:, :, :

1
2
𝑑𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 ], Linear2 (E𝑖𝑡 )𝑇

)
∈ R𝑏×𝑇×𝑑𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙

(8)

where 𝐸𝑖𝑡 [:, :,
1
2𝑑𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 :] represents the last 1

2 feature dimensions
of 𝐸𝑖𝑡 and 𝑏 is the batch size. GP layer uses this part of the features
to obtain the merging weights𝑊 𝑖

𝑡 and extract the global pattern
information, while the remaining features will retain the temporal
features. flatten operates on the last two dimensions of 𝐸𝑖𝑡 , the
results dimension is𝑏×(𝑇× 1

2𝑑𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 ), softmax1 denotes the softmax
in the first dimension, i.e., weights are calculated for each series
sample, and [:, _, :] represents the dimension raising, after which
the dimension of P𝑇 has changed from 𝑇 × 𝑃 to 𝑇 × 1 × 𝑃 .

GP-encoder block can significantly enhance the encoder’s ability
to learn global pattern information. It supersedes the conventional
clustering framework and allows the DynEformer to sense the
similarities and differences between global and local patterns to
adapt internal weights to suit dynamic MT-ECP behaviors without
training multiple models.

4.2.2 Decoder. As shown in Fig. 4, the Decoder focus on the
future workload series generation. It is composed of three compo-
nents: input layer, SA layer (as explained in § 4.2.1), and a stack of
𝑚 decoder layers. With the latent variable V𝑛

𝑡 from the encoder,
and decoder inputs X𝑑𝑒𝑡 , the decoder can be formalized as follows:

H𝑡 = Linear
(
X𝑑𝑒𝑡

)
(9)

𝐻𝑡 = SA Layer (H𝑡 , S) (10)

D𝑖
𝑡 = Decoder

(
𝐻𝑡 ,V𝑛

𝑡

)
(11)
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Table 1: Workload Datasets.

Workload Time Range Series Num1 Interval

ECW 2022/8-2022/9 689 5mins
ECW-App Switch 2022/8/25-/8/30 10 5mins
ECW-New Infras. 2022/8/25-/8/30 651 5mins
ECW-New App 2022/9-2022/10 11 5mins
Azure 2017/8-2017/9 1 1mins
1Series Num refers to the number of workload series (prior to
sliding time window).

Inputs with synchronous padding: Decoder’s inputs X𝑑𝑒𝑡 are
as follows:

X𝑑𝑒𝑡 = Concat
(
X𝑡 [:, 𝐿𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛 :, :],X𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘

𝑡 ,X𝑔𝑝𝑡
)

(12)

∈ R𝑏×(𝐿𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛+𝐿𝑦 )×𝑑𝑡

where X𝑡 [:, 𝐿𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛, :] ∈ R𝐿𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛×𝑑𝑡 is the start token [31], X𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘
𝑡 ∈

R𝐿𝑦×(𝑑𝑡−1) is the series mark e.g., date, and X𝑔𝑝𝑡 ∈ R𝐿𝑦×1 is the
synchronous padding.

Since the global information is incorporated in the encoder out-
put V𝑛

𝑡 , filling the X𝑑𝑒𝑡 with the corresponding padding can ef-
fectively improve the information capture of the decoder in the
encoder-decoder attention stage. Details of the synchronous padd-
ing are as follows:

X𝑔𝑝𝑡 =𝑊 𝑛
𝑡 P

where𝑊 𝑛
𝑡 is the global pool merging weights in §4.2.1.

4.3 Training Process and Loss Funciton
We generate the global pool in advance by pre-building, w.r.t, the
training of VaDE, and the global pool building are complete be-
fore the training of the DynEformer. The design of VaDE follows
the auto-encoder mechanism, and the model is trained through
unsupervised learning, i.e., the parameters of the encoder and de-
coder are corrected by computing the loss between X𝑆𝑡 and X̂𝑆𝑡 for
gradient backpropagation.

After we get the global pool, it will be taken as a fixed input to
the DynEformer. Besides the parameters of the input layer and the
multi-headed attention mechanism in encoder and decoder, the SA
layer and GP layer also update their optimal parameters during
the training process. Both VaDE and DynEformer use the mean
squared error (MSE) loss.

5 EXPERIMENTS
Datasets. To comprehensively measure the proposal’s effectiveness
under MT-ECP workload prediction, we collect the Edge Cloud
upload bandwidth Workload data (ECW) from a commercial crowd-
sourced edge cloud, whose infrastructure includes heterogeneous
devices in the form of self-built, recruited, and rented from users.
The platform contains 5174 devices distributed throughout the
country and serves 40+ typical applications. The sample workloads
shown in Fig. 2 are from the actual deployments under this platform.

To validate the performance of DynEformer when application
switching or new entities add to the MT-ECP, we provide some

unique case data, including (1) ECW-App Switch, which are the
workload series where application switching occurred during the
ECW test period. (2) ECW-New Infras. are the workload series
running on infrastructure that has never been present in the ECW.
(3) ECW-New App are the workload series of the applications that
never appeared in ECW.

In addition to temporal workloads data, ECW also provides 14
dimensions of static content data, such as maximum bandwidth,
number of CPUs, location, and other infrastructure attributes. Since
static content data is unavailable for all workload prediction tasks,
we provide an evaluation of the effectiveness of DynEformer on
such tasks. We use a public cloud workload (with JARs) dataset
Azure 2 [4] to validate the generalization of the proposal for these
tasks. Datasets details are shown in Table 1.

Though Azure is a public cloud service dataset, it still contains
some common MT-ECP characteristics and challenges, such as
varying application load patterns and fluctuations [1]. By using
this dataset, we showcase that DynEformer is not only capable
of handling the unique challenges in MT-ECP but also performs
effectively in other similar time series prediction tasks.

5.1 Implementation Details
The workload series in all ECW datasets are partitioned hourly, and
the maximum of each hour is taken to match the time granularity of
application scheduling and billing rules in the MT-ECP. The series
in Azure are summed by 5 minutes to reduce the 0 values. The input
workload series length 𝑇 = 48 and prediction length 𝐿 = 24 for
both datasets. We split the ECW and Azure into training, validation
and test set in chronological order by the ratio of 6:2:2, and test the
DynEformer on other ECW datasets.

The decomposition period of STL is set to 24. The data sliding
windows size 𝑇2 in §4.1.2 is set to 𝑇2 = 𝑇 . DynEformer is trained
with the ADAM [12] optimizer with an initial learning rate of 10−4.
Batch size is set to 256 and the start token length 𝐿𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛 is set
to 12. All experiments are repeated three times, implemented in
PyTorch [19] and conducted on two NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090
GPU machines. DynEformer contains 2 GP-encoder blocks and 1
decoder layer.

Evaluationmetric & baselines.We use two evaluation metrics,
including MSE = 1

𝑛

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 (Y − Ŷ)2 and MAE = 1

𝑛

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 |Y − Ŷ|.

We select six time-series prediction methods as comparison,
including three latest state-of-the-art transformer-based models:
Deep Transformer[25], Informer[31], and Autoformer[24]; two
RNN-basedmodels:MQRNN [23] andDeepAR [20]; and a clustering-
based model: VaRDE-LSTM [27]. These models are generalized to
solve most classical time-series forecasting problems, and some
perform well on similar power and traffic workload forecasting
tasks. For fairness, static context data are input as marks when
baselines are implemented on ECW datasets.

Considering themodel training costs, we identify five data classes
and trained five separate predictors for VaRDE-LSTM (VaRDE-L)
on the two datasets (resulting in 3.5× training time compared to
the other models).

2https://github.com/Azure/AzurePublicDataset/
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Table 2: Average prediction performance for edge cloud workloads. A lower MSE or MAE indicates a better prediction.

Models DynEformer Autoformer Informer Deep Trans. MQRNN DeepAR VaRDE-L

Metrics MSE MAE MSE MAE MSE MAE MSE MAE MSE MAE MSE MAE MSE MAE

ECW 0.067 0.141 0.079 0.146 0.073 0.147 0.075 0.151 0.082 0.163 1.270 0.750 0.150 0.218

App Switch 0.067 0.169 0.158 0.270 0.099 0.223 0.146 0.288 0.335 0.442 - - 0.270 0.369

New Infras. 0.065 0.143 0.076 0.163 0.070 0.157 0.071 0.154 0.076 0.159 - - 0.234 0.348

New App 0.090 0.207 0.111 0.229 0.109 0.235 0.175 0.308 1.497 0.861 - - 0.556 0.502

Azure 0.069 0.180 0.495 0.540 0.496 0.521 0.212 0.395 0.225 0.346 21.248 3.162 1.124 0.730

The "-" indicates the model performance is too poor to compare, excluded to prevent evaluation misdirection.

5.2 Global Pooling
To determine the optimal global pool size 𝑃 , we obtain the BIC of the
VaDE model for different 𝑃 and give the percentage of performance
promotion of the DynEformer for different sizes of global pools
based on the validation set. The results are reported in Fig. 7.
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Figure 7: The BIC and performance promotion at different
𝑃 , where BIC(-) represents the negative of BIC, the larger
the better, and promotion is obtained by comparing the MSE
decrease of the no-global pooling model.

As Fig. 7 shows, the BIC of VaDE’s clustering results decreases
as 𝑃 increases, while the performance promotion of the global pool
on DynEformer follows the increasing trend. On ECW, the BIC
decreases significantly as 𝑃 increases from 0 to 400 and converges
after 𝑃 = 400 while the performance promotion has two abrupt
changes at 𝑃 = 200 and 𝑃 = 500, indicating that the global pool
extracts the global application patterns sufficiently in these settings.
Therefore, we set the global pool of 𝑃 = 500 for the DynEformer
on ECW. Likewise, the global pool on Azure is set to 𝑃 = 120.

To conclude, choosing 𝑃 for maximum BIC(-) led to similar per-
formance asMSE promotion. In real-world scenarios, we rely on BIC
(obtained during VaDE clustering) to select the optimal 𝑃 , avoiding
exposure of a priori information from the future.

Fig. 8 shows the results of VaDE’s clustering and the global pool
for the workloads’ seasonal component in the ECW. Where Fig.
8(a), (b), and (c) are different workload series samples in clusters
0, 1, 2, respectively, and Fig. 8 (d) is the corresponding 0th, 1st and
2nd pool in the global pool.

As shown in Fig. 8(a)-(c), series in the same clusters have similar
patterns, which are consistent with the pattern of the corresponding
pool in Fig. 8(d). The results indicate that VaDE effectively aggregate

Cluster/Pool 0 Cluster/Pool 2Cluster/Pool 1*

Figure 8: Clusters and global pool samples of ECW.

the global workload patterns of applications, thus capturing the
workload similarity of the same application type.

5.3 Edge Clouds Workload Prediction
Overall-evaluation. From Table 2, we can observe that: (1) DynE-
former achieves the consistent state-of-the-art performance in all
benchmarks across the twoworkload datasets. Especially, compared
to the transformer-based models family, DynEformer decreases
MSE by an average of 12% in ECW and 83% in Azure. DynEformer
outperforms MQRNN and DeepAR on MSE by decreasing 18%, 95%
(in ECW), 97%, and 99% (in Azure). Compared to the clustering-
based model, DynEformer gives 55% (0.150→0.067, in ECW) and
94% (1.124→0.069, in Azure) MSE reduction.

(2) The performance of transformer family is not guaranteed to
outperform RNN-based model. In fact, as seen in Table 2, MQRNN
outperforms Autoformer and Informer in Azure. This reveals in
short-term workload prediction scenarios, the various optimiza-
tions performed for the self-attention mechanism may not lead to
better results than RNN models with long network paths. How-
ever, DynEformer still outperforms MQRNN and Deep Transformer,
which reflects the unsurpassed prediction capacity of DynEformer.

Robustness to app switching (concept drift). As Table 2
shows, the performance of all the baseline models decreased dra-
matically on application switching data picked out from ECW
(100%, 36%, 95%, 309% and 80%MSE raised for Autoformer, Informer,
Deep Trans., MQRNN and VaRDE-L separately). Among them, our
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method shows the lowest error, and impressively, DynEformer
maintains the consistent performance on the MSE metric, and the
MAE is 20% raised. The result shows that the proposed method can
robustly predict even under MT-ECP application switching.

As can be seen in Fig. 10(b), the application switching that occurs
on day two results in an abrupt change in the workload distribution,
i.e., an abrupt-style concept drift. However, even with only 1/4 of
the valid post-switch inputs, DynEformer still captures the correct
workload pattern and diminishes the impact of the before-switch
workload pattern andmagnitude. This is aided by the DynEformer’s
effective capture of global pattern information, which allows it to
accurately detect subtle differences between the local workload and
the regular global pattern. As these processes occur covertly within
the model weights, users do not need to be concerned about the
additional cost of updating and switching the model.

Robustness to unseen entities (cold start). The DynEformer
is robust to unseen entities, leading to high scalability. We evaluate
DynEformer for unseen application and infrastructure data via
the ECW-New Infras. and ECW-New App. As can be seen from
Table 2, DynEformer outperforms all baselines for the two unseen
entities-oriented data. On average, DynEformer outperforms the
transformers family on ECW-New Infras. by decreasing 10% MSE
and outperforms MQRNN and VaRDE-L by decreasing 15% and 72%
MSE. In addition, on the more challenging ECW-New App, the MSE
decrease is further improved to 32%, 94%, and 84%.

As can be seen in Fig. 10(c) and Fig. 10(d), even one may not
feel any disharmony with the prediction result via the DynEformer
model compared to other approaches. This result shows that the
proposed framework can perform optimal prediction on the data
distribution that has not been seen in training without additional
learning. Therefore, the framework is scalable when new infras-
tructure and applications are added.

Workload 0

Workload 555 (Switching)

Workload 2700 (New App)

PID 8

PID 14

PID 105

PID 237

PID 340

0.03

0.28

0.16

0.16

0.01

0.12

0.11

Figure 9: An example of the global-pool-merge mechanism
in the GP-encoder. Instead of creating separate models for
each cluster, the GP layer can choose the most suitable global
pool for each local workload. Best viewed in color.

5.4 How DynEformer works: Ablation Study
and Model Analysis

In this section, we perform ablation studies to illustrate the role
of different components. As can be seen from Table 3, each com-
ponent and mechanism in DynEformer has improved the model’s

Table 3: Ablation of DynEformer in all ECW datasets with
MAE metric. DynEformer(-S). removes the static content and
the SA layer from the DynEformer, DynEformer(-GP) re-
moves the global pooling and the GP layer, 0Padding replaces
the synchronous padding with the zero constant. ’Promotion’
and ’(x%)’ represents the MAE improvement of the DynE-
former on the corresponding dataset or model.

Models DynEformer DynEformer(-GP) DynEformer(-S) 0Padding

ECW 0.141 0.157(10%) 0.149(5%) 0.152(7%)

App Switch 0.168 0.199(16%) 0.185(9%) 0.185(9%)

New Infras. 0.143 0.155(7%) 0.151(5%) 0.158(9%)

New App 0.207 0.230(13%) 0.207(0%) 0.214(3%)

Promotion - 12% 5% 8%

prediction performance under dynamic MT-ECP behaviors. The
global pooling gives a combined improvement of 12% over the
DynEformer(-GP), which indicates that the global pooling effec-
tively solves the problems of complex patterns, concept drift, and
cold start caused by dynamic MT-ECP behaviors and improves the
applicability of the transformer in real-world predictions.

The SA layer plays a significant role in the MT-ECP behaviors of
application switching and new infrastructure addition, bringing 9%
and 5% to themodel improvement, respectively, which indicates that
DynEformer effectively exploits the static infrastructure attributes
to combat dynamic instability in workload prediction.

Furthermore, the 0Paddingmodel performsworse than the DynE-
former in all situations, although it remains the GP layer and the
SA layer. The effect of the global pooling is diminished when the
synchronous padding is deactivated because the added global in-
formation does not match the 0 padding and misleads the attached
encoder-decoder attention.

Fig. 9 shows howwell GP layer works. With GP layer, local work-
loads can be associated with the most relevant global application
patterns. For example, the workload with application switching
(workload 555) is associated with the global pool with the before-
switch application pattern (PID 237) and the post-switch application
pattern (PID 14 and 340) by the GP layer. Further, the GP layer suc-
cessfully focuses its attention on the global pattern with PID 340
at weight 0.28 and less on PID 237 at weight 0.01. Therefore, the
DynEformer can prevent being misled by lagging local patterns
and preemptively switch its attention to the new pattern.

In another instance, the GP layer successfully identifies the new
workload pattern (workload 2700) by overlaying two existing global
pools (PID 8 and PID 105). The results show that our proposedmodel
can effectively merge global workload patterns for local workload
prediction and alleviate the distraction caused by intricate patterns
when application switching and new entities are added.

5.5 Use Case in MT-ECP
We compare the best-performing baseline (Informer) andDynEform-
er for the test period (08/25-08/30) of ECW in terms of application
depreciation rate, which can be obtained from the workload series,
and rank them from largest to smallest.

The application depreciation rate is an important metric in
MT-ECP to measure application revenue. Application depreciation
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Figure 10: Prediction results for different MT-ECP behaviors.

Table 4: Comparison of application depreciation rate rank. ’#’
indicates the depreciation rate rank, the bold indicates wrong
ranks and ’Count’ represents the correct ranks number.

Application Label DynEformer Informer

𝐴𝑃𝑃1 0.075 #1 0.049 #1 0.024 #3

𝐴𝑃𝑃2 0.068 #2 0.044 #2 0.059 #1

𝐴𝑃𝑃3 0.033 #3 0.017 #3 0.041 #2

𝐴𝑃𝑃4 0.011 #4 0.015 #4 0.013 #4

𝐴𝑃𝑃5 0.002 #5 0.001 #5 0.001 #5
Count - 5 2

comes from the difference in billing time between the application
provider and the device provider, i.e., the billing application work-
load is less than the sum of the billing workloads of all devices
running the application, resulting in less revenue workload than
expense workload on that application. The application 𝑎’s depreci-
ation rate 𝐷𝑎 can be formalized as follows:

𝐷𝑎 = 1 −
∑𝑘
𝑙=1 𝑥

𝑙
𝑡𝑎∑𝑘

𝑙=1 𝑥
𝑙
𝑡𝑙

,App(𝑥𝑙 ) = 𝑎 (13)

where 𝑥𝑙𝑡𝑎 is the workload at the application billing time 𝑡𝑎 , 𝑥𝑙𝑡𝑙 is
the workload at different device billing times 𝑡𝑙 .

The results are reported in table 4. The DynEformer beats In-
former mostly in correct rank counts, i.e., 5>2, which supports
DynEformer’s potential of assisting in decision making in MT-ECP.
Looking at the result of the Informer, one may be led to believe that
the depreciation rate of 𝐴𝑃𝑃2 and 𝐴𝑃𝑃3 is larger than the 𝐴𝑃𝑃1.
Since the higher depreciation rate means lower revenue efficiency,

this will lead theMT-ECP to reduce the deployment of these applica-
tions. However, the actual ranking tells a very different story—one
where the depreciation rate of 𝐴𝑃𝑃2 and 𝐴𝑃𝑃3 is less than that
of 𝐴𝑃𝑃1, and more infrastructure should be deployed with 𝐴𝑃𝑃3
compared to𝐴𝑃𝑃13. DynEformer successfully arrives at the correct
conclusion and thus avoids a huge loss of revenue.

6 CONCLUSION
We proposed DynEformer, a transformer for workload prediction
in dynamic MT-ECP employing global pooling and static context
awareness. The global pool, built on identified workload factors,
improves local workload prediction through a new information
merging mechanism. Experimental results show DynEformer sur-
passes current standards on five practical datasets. The ablation
study highlights the essence and effectiveness of our design choices.
The use case in real MT-ECP shows how DynEformer can support
decisions and improve the benefits of application deployment.

We believe that DynEformer is an effective alternative to cluster-
ing based approaches, incorporating former’s capability to capture
kindred patterns and extending its application to a more flexible
way. In the future we will explore the auto-update mechanisms
for global pooling so that users can use DynEformer for long-term
prediction without intermittently updating the global pool.
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